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literally as “mountains and water.” The interest in real and painted landscapes reflects the philosophical search for the

principles that underlie the unity and harmony of nature, a search intricately linked to Daoism.

Beginning in the Northern Song period and coming fully to the fore in the Yuan, the Chinese embraced the

literati, or scholar-amateur, ideal. The literati earned their livelihood through government service, writing, or teaching

but turned to painting and calligraphy for relaxation and personal enjoyment. They drew inspiration from literary

classics and from the scrolls they collected so that their works of art contained countless references to literary,

historical, and artistic legacies, calling to mind specific artists, styles, and even modes of brushwork. At the same time,

their paintings came to serve as vehicles for the expression of their ideas, feelings, and personalities. These

exceptionally accomplished artists recognized the expressive value of formal elements—line, texture, brushwork, and

color—prizing those qualities for their own sake and working in deceptively simple styles of painting. They sought to

capture the idea, or essence, of a subject rather than its mere outward appearance and to create in their works a

fusion of poetry, painting, and calligraphy.

By the late nineteenth century, however, the Chinese painting tradition had become so enmeshed in its past, with

sanctioned styles and codified brushwork, that its practice held little appeal. In the early twentieth century, many

young painters were thus only too eager to explore Western styles. To expand their knowledge of Western learning,

some traveled abroad to study at Europe’s leading art academies; those who stayed home avidly perused the

illustrated art journals then beginning to circulate in China.

In fact, Chinese students of all academic disciplines began to travel abroad at this time, and thus initiated a period

of profound intellectual ferment, with probing questions asked about science, medicine, government policy, foreign

relations, and new directions for national development. China experienced a drive to modernize—to build railroads,

establish hospitals, create universities and public school systems, and assemble modern world-class armed forces. Even

governments changed; in 1911, for example, China witnessed not only the fall of the Qing dynasty but also the

toppling of the entire imperial system in favor of republican government.

As debate raged about the value of old, or classical, learning versus foreign, or practical, learning, a few Chinese

citizens openly embraced Western ideals; most, however, preferred to modernize while retaining traditional cultural

values: “Modernization without Westernization” became the rallying cry. The art created during that time reflected

The term “contemporary Chinese painting” has many connotations and calls to mind different styles to different

audiences. To many it refers to the cutting-edge, international-style works that are the darling of today’s market—Yue

Minjun’s laughing figures, for example, or Zhang Xiaogang’s Bloodline portraits. But another variety of contemporary

Chinese painting springs from the great tradition of Chinese ink painting and seeks to infuse that tradition with a new

vitality that resonates with the contemporary world. It is this latter variety—so-called contemporary Chinese ink

painting—that will be the focus of this short article.

Over the past fifteen years, Harvard’s Arthur M. Sackler Museum has assembled a small collection of modern and

contemporary Chinese ink paintings, highlights from which the museum featured in a small exhibition The New Chinese

Landscape: Recent Acquisitions1 in 2006. Then, late in 2007, the Sackler mounted A Tradition Redefined: Modern and

Contemporary Chinese Ink Paintings from the Chu-tsing Li Collection, 1950–2000 2 , drawing on the finest and most

comprehensive collection of such works in the United States.3 In examining this five-decade period, the exhibition

demonstrates the dramatic evolution of Chinese ink painting in recent times and lays a foundation for understanding

the international-style work that is being created in China today. In addition, the exhibition illustrates parallel lines of

development in different geographical areas by artists active in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and abroad, thereby

bringing to light differences in style and technique from one area to another. This article takes its cue from those two

exhibitions, just as it relies on the Chu-tsing Li and Harvard collections for the works illustrated. 

Background and Challenges
The persistence of a distinguished tradition compels many contemporary Chinese painters to adhere to classical

subjects, formats, and materials. With origins traceable to Neolithic times (c. 6000–c. 1600 BC), traditional Chinese

painting claims a continuous line of development, first emphasizing verisimilitude and culminating in the monumental

landscapes of the Northern Song period (960–1127) and then focusing on the abstract, expressionistic landscapes

favored by the literati during the Yuan (1279–1368), Ming (1368–1644), and Qing (1644–1911) dynasties.

By the Northern Song period, the landscape had emerged as the preeminent subject of Chinese painting, a place

it holds even today. Landscape paintings typically feature towering mountains and rushing streams, the mountains

characteristically enveloped in mist; indeed, the Chinese word for “landscape” is shanshui, which can be translated
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Fig. 1. Zhao Shaoang
(1905-1998)
Baoguo Temple on
Mount Emei, 1959
Horizontal wall scroll;
ink and colors on
paper; with artist’s
signature reading
Shaoang
Height: 24 inches
(60.9 cm)
Width: 421⁄8 inches
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Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li
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medal for his paintings at the 1930 World’s Fair in Brussels

Done in 1959, this painting of Baoguo Temple on Mount Emei (fig. 1), with its low point of view and atmospheric

effects suggesting mist turned red by glancing sunlight, shows Zhao Shaoang’s further development of the Gao

brothers’ techniques. Zhao, like many other artists, fled China’s east coast during the Sino-Japanese War (1937–45)

and found safety in the interior. The sketches he made on a visit to Mount Emei, a sacred mountain in Sichuan

province famous as a Buddhist pilgrimage destination, formed the basis for this and other paintings in later years, when

he worked in Hong Kong and traveled in the U.S. 

Although this painting at first appears very conservative in style, three elements mark it as a major departure from

the great tradition. First, the prominence given the foreground trees, which push through the top of the composition

and dwarf distant Mount Emei, makes them the real subject of the painting. Second, the liberal use of vivid orange red

tones stands in stark contrast to the monochrome ink tones typical of most traditional Chinese landscape paintings.

And third, by suggesting either sunrise or sunset, the color introduces the element of time into the painting, a

departure from traditional landscape paintings, which generally are wholly without any reference to the time of day.

Liu Guosong (b. 1932). A founder and continuing leader of the contemporary Chinese ink painting movement, Liu

Guosong was born in China’s Anhui province in 1932. At age seventeen, he took up residence in Taipei and majored

in studio art at Taiwan Normal University, receiving training in both Chinese and Western art. Despite obvious talent

in traditional painting, Liu worked in Western styles during his youth, experimenting with paintings in the style of the

Impressionists and of Cézanne, Picasso, Matisse, Klee, Chagall, and Modigliani. By 1958, Liu had discovered Jackson

Pollock and the Abstract Expressionists through illustrations in art journals and emulated their style in oils and in

watercolor.

Liu Guosong’s first breakthrough in developing a new style came between 1959 and 1961, when he attempted to

combine the style of Jackson Pollock with traditional Chinese ink painting. In those early works, he covered his

canvases with a layer of plaster, which he enlivened through scratching and the application of ink and pigments; over

time, he localized the ink splashes and left other areas unembellished so the paintings came to suggest mist-enveloped

mountains and snow-capped peaks. During that same period, Liu Guosong for the first time saw the treasures of the
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the many directions taken by this search for identity: a few artists, particularly ones who had studied abroad or who

had ongoing contacts with foreigners, espoused foreign styles; others remained allegiant to “the great tradition”; yet

others experimented with a synthesis of foreign and traditional styles.

The experiments by China’s first generation of modern artists were cut short by evolving historical circumstances:

the disintegration of democratic government into factionalism and warlordism; Japanese invasions beginning in the

1930s and culminating in imperial Japan’s rule of China’s eastern seaboard and northeastern provinces through the

end of World War II (in 1945); the Chinese Civil War (1927–50) between the Nationalist and Communist factions;

and the rise of competing governments in Beijing and Taipei, each claiming to be the legitimate government of all of

China. Although many famous artists came of age during that tumultuous period, the continuous development of a

truly modern spirit had to await the more settled conditions following World War II and the Chinese Civil War.

Mainland China’s focus on reshaping its economy, government, and society in the Communist model, along with

the Cultural Revolution (1966–76), actively discouraged artists from exploring new styles from abroad—except, of

course, for Soviet-style Socialist Realism—and meant that many, though not all, of the earliest postwar Chinese

experiments with modernism in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’70s took place in Taiwan. There, the policies of the Nationalist

government were no less restrictive, but experimentation with Western art styles was not deemed contrary to the

national interest. In addition, before 1980, artists from Taiwan were able to travel abroad more freely than those from

mainland China and thus had direct exposure to modern and contemporary Western art before their counterparts

on the mainland.

Most of the important first-generation artists in Taiwan studied at National Taiwan Normal University, whose

studio art program offered courses in both Western and traditional Chinese art. Many graduates of that program later

studied in Europe and America. In general, the artists who live and work in Taiwan tend to be more experimental in

terms of materials and techniques.

By the late 1970s, following the end of the Cultural Revolution, mainland China’s prestigious art academies began

to accept students again. While they emphasize traditional Chinese painting, those schools attract China’s best

students, thus bringing together tremendous intelligence and talent; in that fertile environment, exciting new

developments naturally spring up, including experimentation with foreign styles. In general, the artists who live and

work in mainland China tend to be more concerned with new modes of brushwork and the revitalization of

traditional compositions.

Contemporary non-Western artists confront distinct challenges in formulating their styles. Primary among those

considerations is whether to work in an updated version of a traditional style, a wholy international style, an

international style with a distinctive local twist, or an eclectic stle that incorporates elements from East and West.

Many Chinese artists continue the struggle to embrace modernism but without adopting Western styles, subjects,

materials, and formats; accepting the validity of their ancient artistic legacies, they work within the framework of

traditional materials, formats, and subjects but also devise new styles and modes of presentation that vary from those

of their forebears. As the inheritors of a distinguished cultural and artistic legacy, they feel they can best express their

inner selves through a Chinese rather than a Western mode, a feeling in keeping with Chinese tradition, given that the

goal of Chinese literati painting was not verisimilitude but the expression of the artist’s personality.

Such Chinese artists typically develop an eclectic style that “looks Chinese” on first inspection but that differs

radically from works truly in the great tradition, whether in style, technique, or both. Their paintings now are generally

characterized as “contemporary Chinese ink paintings,” “ink paintings” linking the works to classical ink landscapes and

“contemporary” distinguishing them from that tradition and characterizing them as both recently done and with

modern, often Western, overtones. These artists reject the formulaic compositions, prescribed stylistic modes, and

codified brushwork that for centuries were the foundation of classical Chinese painting, and incorporate into their

works new media, techniques, or elements borrowed from foreign styles.

The Artists and Their Works
Zhao Shaoang (1905–1998). A renowned poet, painter, and calligrapher, Zhao Shaoang was born in Guangzhou

(formerly known in English as Canton), Guangdong province. He studied with Gao Qifeng (1889–1933), who, along

with his older brother Gao Jianfu (1879–1951), had forged a new style fusing modern Japanese and Western

elements with traditional Chinese media and formats. Best remembered for his naturalistic style, Zhao won a gold

Fig. 2. (left)
Liu Guosong (b. 1932)
Wintry Mountains
Covered with Snow,
1964
Hanging scroll; 
ink on fibrous paper;
with artist’s signature
reading Liu Guosong
Height: 335⁄8 inches
(85.4 cm)
Width: 22 inches
(55.8 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li

Fig. 3. (right)
Liu Guosong (b. 1932)
High Noon, 1969
Square wall scroll; ink,
colors, and collage on
paper; with artist’s
signature reading 
Liu Guosong
Height: 39 inches 
(99 cm)
Width: 39 inches 
(99 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li



to compose his painting, sometimes stamping a square repeatedly to create a dark tone; his paintings thus are done

with ink and paper but with a stamp rather than a brush. In that regard, Li Junyi took to heart his teacher Liu

Guosong’s exhortation to “discard the brush!”

Liu Junyi’s 2005 handscroll (fig. 4) depicts a range of tree-covered mountains shrouded in mist. The painting’s title,

What a Glorious Land! (Jiangshan ruci duo jiao), is a line from a 1936 poem by Mao Zedong (1893–1976) and is

sometimes also translated as “This land, so rich in beauty.” Patriotic in feeling, the line signals the continuing,

persuasive power of the Chinese artistic and cultural legacy on contemporary Chinese artists.

Xia Yifu (b. 1925). Born in Yantai, Shandong province, in 1925, Xia Yifu graduated in 1945 from Yantai Normal

School, where he received training in traditional Chinese painting and calligraphy as well as in drawing and watercolor.

Although admitted to the prestigious Hangzhou Art Academy, he did not enroll, the outbreak of civil war leading him

to join the Nationalist army instead. In 1949 he moved to Taiwan, where he pursued a career in advertising and

interior design until his retirement in 1978, at which time he took up painting full-time.

In Xia’s 1988 Landscape (fig. 5), meticulous brushstrokes piled layer upon layer combine with areas of reserved

paper to achieve a richly textured effect and the illusion of a rugged, mist-enshrouded mountain range. The lack of

any trace of human habitation intensifies the impression of remoteness conveyed by the distant vantage point. The

combination of elements gives the work the austere elegance of many traditional ink paintings. Even so, the

composition is uniquely of Xia’s creation, as is the idiosyncratic, fine-line brushwork, all of which lack classical

precedent.

Yu Chengyao (1898–1993). Born in Yongchun, Fujian province, in 1898, Yu Chengyao attended university in Japan,

after which he returned to China, where he taught at the Chinese Military Academy at Huangpu (also spelled

Whampoa), in Guangdong province. He served as a general in the Chinese army during the Sino-Japanese War
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National Palace Museum, including the greatest monuments of Chinese painting, which previously had been hidden

away for safekeeping during wartime. The exhibition sparked in Liu a passion for Chinese painting and influenced him

to create compositions ever more evocative of traditional landscape paintings, even if in a wholly different manner.

By 1961, Liu Guosong had given up Western materials in favor of traditional Chinese brush, ink, and paper,

although he still sought to combine elements of the Abstract Expressionist style with traditional Chinese painting. In

1962, he discovered the coarse, cotton paper, or mianzhi, that became the foundation of his later paintings, leading to

his second great breakthrough. After applying ink and pigments to paper specially prepared to retain long, undissolved

cotton fibers, Liu pulls selected fibers from it, creating dramatic, lightening-bolt-like effects. These pulled-fiber paintings

characterize Liu’s signature style from the mid-1960s through the present.

In Liu Guosong’s 1964 Wintry Mountains Covered with Snow (fig. 2), a grand peak rises above jagged cliffs, partially

obscured by roiling winter storms. Reserved areas of paper create the illusion of snow, and white rifts in the

brushwork convey the play of clouds over the mountain crags. These irregular gaps appear random and yet suggest a

primordial fixity. Liu considers this painting to be the earliest masterpiece from his mature period; it was featured in

Liu’s April 2007 retrospective exhibition at the Palace Museum, Beijing.

In Liu Guosong’s unusual diamond-shaped painting titled High Noon (fig. 3), from 1969, paper collage and roughly

brushed ink suggest a sun disk over a planet in motion. Liu began a series of “space age” works, some of them

entitled Which Is Earth?, after seeing photos of Earth taken by astronauts of the 1968 Apollo 8 mission, the first to put

humans into lunar orbit. Although Liu made hundreds of paintings in this series over the next several years, High Noon

remains a signature work within his oeuvre.

Li Junyi (b. 1965). Li Junyi was born in Gaoxiong, Taiwan, in 1965. He studied painting with Liu Guosong and took his

bachelor’s degree in 1988 at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, later completing a master’s degree in art at

Donghai University, Taiwan, in 1997. Now a Canadian citizen, his family having immigrated to Vancouver, Li is

presently a doctoral candidate at Arizona State University, specializing in the history of Chinese art.

This thumbnail biography signals how cosmopolitan is the background of many young contemporary Chinese

artists; not only has Li Junyi studied in various countries, becoming bilingual in the process, but he has been exposed

from an early age to worldly ideas and great works of art from all cultures. And his advanced, systematic study of the

history of Chinese painting—another avenue new to contemporary Chinese artists—is certain to reverberate through

his own paintings in ways yet to be discovered.

Li Junyi mastered traditional brush and ink as well as Western styles and techniques before specializing in

contemporary Chinese ink painting. Since his youth, he has been deeply interested in stone stelae carved during the

Eastern Han period (AD 25–220). Generally commemorative, those stelae feature text rather than images and are

usually scored with a grid to facilitate the placement of individual characters. Ink rubbings were often made to

disseminate the historically important inscriptions engraved on stelae, and it is from these ink rubbings that Li Junyi has

taken artistic inspiration for his current work. In preparing to create a painting, Li pencils a grid on the paper ground,

as if preparing a stela to receive a text. He then uses a small piece of cork to stamp ink within each square of the grid
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Fig. 5. (left) Xia Yifu
(b. 1925)
Landscape, 1988
Hanging scroll; ink on
paper; with artist’s
signature reading Yifu
Height: 363⁄8 inches
(92.5 cm)
Width: 26¾ inches
(68 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li

Fig. 6. (right)
Yu Chengyao
(1898-1993)
Deep Ravine, Rushing
Torrent, probably early
1960s
Hanging scroll; ink on
paper; with artist’s
signature reading Yu
Chengyao
Height: 53½ inches
(135.8 cm)
Width: 27 inches
(68.4 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li

Fig. 4. (detail below)
Li Junyi (b. 1965)
What a Glorious Land!,
2005
Handscroll; ink on
paper; with artist’s
signature reading 
Li Junyi
Height: 63⁄4 inches 
(17 cm)
Width: 98¼ inches
(249.5 cm)
Arthur M. Sackler
Museum, Harvard
University Art
Museums, Purchase in
honor of Professor
Chu-tsing Li through
the generosity of an
anonymous donor and
of the Ralph C.
Marcove International
Understanding
Through Arts and
Crafts Foundation,
2006.13
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A minimalist composition, Strong Winds and Breaking Waves Meet (fig. 8), from 1987, suggests the rocking motion

of boats at sea. The title emphasizes the fusion of disparate elements. 

Wan Qingli (b. 1945). Well-known as a painter, teacher, scholar, and connoisseur of Chinese painting, Wan Qingli

was born in Beijing in 1945. He studied at the Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, from 1963 to 1967, majoring in

art history. During the Cultural Revolution, he first was incarcerated with artist Li Keran (1907–1989) in 1967 and

1968, and then was sent to Hebei province to work as a farm laborer (1968–73). Returning to Beijing in 1973, he

worked at the Beijing Painting Institute and studied privately with Li Keran and Lu Yanshao (1909–1993), from whom

he learned classical Chinese poetry as well as traditional painting; in 1979, he enrolled again at the Central Academy

of Fine Arts, studying formally with Li Keran and taking his MFA in 1981. Traveling to the U.S., Wan studied modern

art at the City College of New York in 1984, and then from 1985 to 1989 did master’s and doctoral degrees at the

University of Kansas, Lawrence, studying with Chu-tsing Li and specializing in the history of Chinese painting. Since

1989, he has been living, teaching, and painting in Hong Kong. 

An air of whimsy and a childlike directness resonate in Wan Qingli’s paintings, as witnessed by his 1989 hanging

scroll Rugged Hills of North America (fig. 9). The intense color and shading in undulating bands convey a lushness and

musical resonance that together define a highly innovative approach to landscape painting. The artist’s inscription

bears out this impression: “The strangeness of the rugged hills in North America is quite in line with the grandeur of

landscapes painted by Song painters. But [they] had never seen these hills, so they did not establish this method. . . .”

The implication is that a new landscape in a new world validates a new approach. Though Wan may have felt a

cultural loneliness in America, he no doubt found the natural beauty of this continent of great inspiration. In addition,
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(1937–45) and then moved to Taiwan with the Nationalist government in 1949. With no formal training in the arts,

he took up painting in 1954. In technique, his paintings bear little relation to the brushwork of traditional Chinese

masters, but in composition they approach the monumentality of the great landscapists of the Northern Song period.

Likely painted in the early 1960s, Deep Ravine, Rushing Torrent (fig. 6) depicts a rugged mountain rising from a

deep canyon, while water rushes down channels amid the rocks. Ink brushstrokes applied densely and tightly define

craggy peaks, rock faces, and trees, the last seeming to grow against all odds from openings in the canyon walls. Yu

inscribed the painting, “Deep Ravine, Rushing Torrent. Gigantic rocks pile up on lofty peaks. Spring waters, green as

jade, splash across dangerous paths. White clouds hover above the emerald valley. When can I return home?” Of

course, “home” expresses Yu’s longing to return to mainland China from Taiwan.

Chen Qikuan (1921–2007). Born in Beijing in 1921, Chen Qikuan moved from place to place in his youth because of

the unsettled social and political conditions in China during the 1920s and 1930s. He began to paint watercolors as a

hobby while a student at National Central University (then relocated to Chongqing, Sichuan province, during

wartime), where he took his bachelor’s degree in architecture in 1944. After completing a master’s degree in

architecture at the University of Illinois in 1949 and further studies at the University of California, Los Angeles, he

spent the three years from 1951 to 1954 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, working at Harvard’s Graduate School of

Design and at The Architects Collaborative as an assistant to Walter Gropius (1883–1969). In 1954 he moved to

New York to work with I. M. Pei on designs for Donghai University’s new campus in Taizhong, Taiwan. He was

appointed head of Donghai University’s architecture department in 1960, and then, in 1980, he was named dean of

the university’s college of engineering. During his long and successful career, Chen Qikuan designed a number of

famous buildings in Asia. Though he was not formally trained in the techniques of traditional Chinese painting and

never worked as a professional artist, Chen ranks among the most famous Chinese artists of the late twentieth

century. He combined traditional materials and formats with Western ideas and approaches to create an innovative

and very personal style. In his paintings, playfulness, imagination, and humor are infused not only with the structure of

calligraphy but also with an architect’s mastery of space, scale, and perspective.

Chen Qikuan’s innovative 1986 hanging scroll, Interplay (fig. 7), presents a landscape as if seen from an airplane

during flight. Figuratively seated at the center of the composition, the viewer observes the landscape through the

plane’s windows on either side. Thus, the composition features expanding circular forms radiating from the center,

with symmetrical scenes top and bottom. In addition, the painting suggests the passage of time during the course of

the flight, with a bright sun casting a warm orange glow over the upper portion of the composition and a quarter

moon glowing a pale silvery hue in the otherwise nighttime blue sky at the bottom.

In 1944, National Central University’s entire graduating class was drafted into the Chinese army to assist as

interpreters in a joint effort by Chinese, American, and Burmese armies to roust Japanese forces from Southeast Asia.

Chen Qikuan’s most memorable experience during that period was his first flight ever on an airplane—from Kunming,

in southwestern China, to Ledo, in northeastern India. The elevated view gave him the opportunity to see the

Himalayas from high above; he says he was completely overwhelmed by what seemed to be the earth swirling

underneath as the plane prepared to land, a feeling suggested more than forty years later in Interplay.

Wu Guanzhong (b. 1919). Arguably the most famous of the elder generation of contemporary painters active on the

Chinese mainland, Wu Guanzhong was born into a farming family in Yixing, Jiangsu province, in 1919. In 1942 he

graduated from the National Academy of Art, Hangzhou (then relocated to Chongqing, Sichuan province, during

wartime), where he studied with Pan Tianshou (1897–1971) and was influenced by the French Impressionism that

permeated the work of Lin Fengmian (1900–1991). Wu studied painting at the École Nationale Supérieure des

Beaux-Arts, Paris, from 1947 to 1950, then returned to China to join the faculty of the Central Academy of Fine Arts,

Beijing. Though sent to the countryside for physical labor during the Cultural Revolution (1966–76), he was called

back to Beijing to execute a monumental work in the Beijing Hotel. Adept at both traditional Chinese and Western

oil-painting techniques, Wu Guanzhong is widely regarded as having integrated Eastern and Western painting

techniques more successfully than any other artist, infusing Western expressionism and formal beauty into Chinese

brush and ink. His work combines direct observation of nature with a blend of delicate ink lines and exuberant dots

and splashes of bright color. 

Fig. 8. Wu Guanzhong
(b. 1919)
Strong Winds and
Breaking Waves Meet,
1987
Hanging scroll; ink and
colors on paper; with
artist’s signature
reading Wu
Guanzhong
Height: 22½ inches
(57.2 cm)
Width: 253⁄8 inches
(65.8 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li
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Wan notes that the undulating bands of color reflect his interest in paintings by Morris Louis (1912–1962) and other

American Color Field painters.

Liu Dan (b. 1953). Liu Dan was born in Nanjing in 1953. His paternal grandfather trained him in the Confucian classics

as well as in poetry, painting, and calligraphy—the very subjects that China’s anti-rightist campaigns of the late 1950s

sought to eliminate. During the Cultural Revolution, Liu Dan was relocated to the countryside, where he spent several

years tending fields. He had some access to books confiscated as bourgeois or counterrevolutionary, and he used

what private time he had to read Eastern and Western literature and philosophy and to practice writing and drawing.

He embraced a passionate commitment to art as a shield against the forces wracking his country, later commenting,

“In healing, the most important element is patience.… Perhaps that is why I paint the way I do.”

After the Cultural Revolution, Liu Dan worked as an assistant to the renowned ink painter Ya Ming (b. 1924); in

1978, he was admitted to Nanjing’s newly reopened Jiangsu Provincial Academy of Chinese Painting. In the 1980s and

‘90s, he lived first in Hawaii, where he studied Western art, and then in New York City; he returned to China in 2005

and now works in Beijing.

Best known for his paintings of scholars’ rocks and also for his depictions of poppies, Liu Dan prefers the

landscape as his subject. His works demonstrate that contemporary ink paintings do not have to employ new

techniques; indeed, he uses his exquisitely honed skills in handling traditional brush and ink to create bold paintings

whose creativity lies in a new style, idiosyncratic brushwork, dynamic composition, and choice of artistic model. He is

virtually unique among contemporary Chinese ink painters in seeking inspiration in works by such early Qing masters

as Gong Xian (c. 1619–1689), from whose works he derived his bold, almost pointillist, brushwork; his brilliant

contrasts of black ink on white paper; and his twisting, turning mountains that typically convey the eerie sensation of

illumination from behind. In its monumentality, Ink Landscape (fig. 10) also harks back to the grand landscape scrolls of

the Northern Song, although its style differs markedly from the paintings of that era. Nevertheless, the complex,

writhing forms, shifting voids, and powerful but fantastic ligature-like elements that bind together elements of the

composition set this magnificent scroll apart from traditional Chinese ink painting and place it squarely in the realm of

contemporary ink painting.

Li Huayi (b. 1948). Li Huayi was born in Shanghai in 1948. He studied art privately, learning traditional ink painting

beginning at age six and studying Western art from age sixteen. Although Liu Dan was sent to the countryside during

the Cultural Revolution, Li Huayi was allowed to remain in Shanghai to paint Soviet-style propaganda murals, thanks

to his dexterity with brush and ink and his excellent training in Western art.

Late in the 1970s, after the Cultural Revolution wound down and travel restrictions were eased, Li visited a

number of China’s important cultural sites, including Mount Huang, in Anhui province. Many of his later paintings,

including the large hanging scroll reproduced here (fig. 11), depict that celebrated peak. Li taught himself about the

early history of Chinese painting and achieved an understanding of religious painting through informal study of the

Buddhist cave temples at Dunhuang, in Gansu province. He also frequently traveled to Beijing to take in exhibitions. In

1978, he saw his first Northern Song landscape painting there and his first major exhibition of modern Western art;

both made deep and lasting impressions on him.

In 1982, Li Huayi and his wife immigrated to San Francisco. He enrolled in San Francisco’s Academy of Art

University, studying Western art and completing a master’s degree. He experimented with various styles of painting in

the 1980s, gradually creating his signature style in the early ’90s; that style, with grand mountains filling his

compositions, recalls the monumental landscapes of the Northern Song period.

Li Huayi constructs his bold mountains with brush and ink, often using the distinctive brushwork employed by

Northern Song painters. He then textures the mountains with numerous small strokes, adds trees and shrubs, and

touches in fine washes in light pigment to suggest dense patches of fog within the mists.

By turning to the Northern Song period for inspiration and using Song-style brushwork, Li Huayi makes a break

with traditional Chinese ink painting, which seeks inspiration in the works of the Qing-dynasty followers of Dong

Qichang (1555–1636). In addition, going beyond the Northern Song style, Li pushes his mountains beyond a

composition’s top and bottom so that his paintings are close-ups rather than complete panoramic views. Setting the

background mountains on an angle and bringing the landscape elements to the painting’s surface give them added

Fig. 9. (left)
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Width: 273⁄8 inches
(69.5 cm)
Collection of 
Chu-tsing Li

Fig. 7. (right)
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reading Chen Qikuan
Height: 73¼ inches
(186.1 cm)
Width: 117⁄8 inches
(30.2 cm)
Arthur M. Sackler
Museum, Harvard
University Art
Museums, Gift of
Robert Rosenkranz
(Law School Class of
1965), 2005.205
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monumentality and dynamism, injecting a new and very modern feel into Li’s paintings.

Conclusion
To one degree or another, the artists represented in this article have gained exposure to classical, modern, and

contemporary Western art; they also have had access to the great repositories of classical Chinese painting in Beijing,

Taipei, and the United States. Although familiar with, and sometimes accomplished in, Western styles, these artists

have espoused the classical Chinese tradition with a passionate desire to rescue and revitalize it, yet each has

distinguished his work from traditional ink painting.

In their artworks, contemporary Chinese ink painters typically incorporate elements—sometimes abstract

concepts rather than identifiable elements of style or technique—borrowed from abroad, often so subtly as not to be

readily apparent. This phenomenon perhaps is best understood (in reverse) by looking at works by Western artists

who have borrowed elements from Asia: Vincent van Gogh’s paintings, for example, informed by Japanese ukiyo-e

prints or Franz Kline’s works influenced by Chinese calligraphy. Although they “look Western,” these artists’ paintings

would be entirely different without those influences.

Why do contemporary Chinese ink painters adhere to classical subjects, formats, and materials? The answer is

complex but has to do with the persistence of a distinguished and exceedingly powerful legacy. Most of Chinese

ancestry, whether born in China or abroad, identify strongly with that legacy and wish to perpetuate it. Under the

sway of that legacy, contemporary Chinese artists feel it their responsibility to advance Chinese culture. They want to

be recognized not only as accomplished artists but as accomplished Chinese artists; moreover, they want to be

recognized in both China and the West. In addition, given that Chinese artists had already begun to explore

abstraction in the Song and Yuan dynasties, contemporary Chinese painters take pride in advancing that literati

tradition since its basis in abstraction resonates with contemporary Western artistic ideals.

And why transmit the old—old subject matter, formats, materials, ideals—rather than wholly espousing the new?

However a Chinese artist might respond to that question, the ultimate answer probably goes back to Confucius

(551–479 BC), who says in his Analects that he did not teach anything new but merely transmitted the wisdom of the

past. Thus, the desire to preserve and to transmit the wisdom of the past is as old as Chinese civilization itself; indeed,

it is an integral element of Chinese civilization.
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